Bring your classroom to life online.

WE’RE PAIRING DEVICES WITH SOFTWARE TO MEET DISTANCE LEARNING NEEDS.

Modern classrooms are a vibrant hub for sharing new knowledge, collaborating with others, and providing real-time feedback. It takes more than a screen to rebuild this environment online when students are learning remotely.

Support your student devices with the latest software that provides robust security, analytics, classroom management, instructional resources, and multimedia tools. Lenovo is making it easier than ever to assess your needs and include these tools in your product purchase.

The result is a complete distance learning experience that truly brings classrooms to life online in a safe and secure environment.

DISTANCE LEARNING SOFTWARE PORTFOLIO

Lenovo has curated a suite of options to help you get started. This portfolio works seamlessly with student devices.

**DISTANCE LEARNING PORTFOLIO**

- CYBERSECURITY
- STUDENT SAFETY
- ENDPOINT PROTECTION
- DEVICE MANAGEMENT
- ANALYTICS
- CONTENT FILTERING
- CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT
- VIDEO CONFERENCING
- STUDENT CREATIVITY TOOLS

To put your distance learning plan into action, combine selections from one or all of the software categories with your device order. Don’t see exactly what you need? Customizable bundles are also available.

REACH OUT TO YOUR LENOVO REP FOR MORE INFORMATION.

WE HELP YOU THINK AHEAD:

- Empower your teachers and students with unique remote learning content and tools.
- Simplify by purchasing devices and software together.
- Plan ahead for security and device health.